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Below are a set of daily challenges for you to do at home. Practice each activity during the day and then record your 
personal best score in the Score Box at the end of the day. Is your first attempt the best or your last attempt?   
 

DAILY CHALLENGES ACTIVITY SCORE 

Monday 13th July    
Daily Challenge is: 

Lying Down Starts 

Mark out a distance of 5m - one object at the start and one 
at the end.  Lie down on the ground - facing the floor.  When 
you are ready, jump up and run hard for 5m.  When you 
reach the finish line lie down and rest for 10 seconds.  After 
a count of 10 jump up and run again.  How many 5m 
distances can you do in 1 minute? 

 

Tuesday 14th July   
Daily Challenge is: 

Yoga Triangle 

Start off by standing in a star shape (legs apart and arms out at 
the side, shoulder height).  Turn one foot so that it is pointing to 
the side.  Keeping your arms and legs straight bend f(rom your 
hips) over to the side of the pointing foot.  Can you hold your 
Triangle Pose for 10 seconds?  Now stand back up straight 
again and repeat on your opposite side. 

 

Wednesday 15th July  
Daily Challenge is: 

Mission 
Impossible Maze 

Create your own ‘laser maze’ by sticking lines of toilet paper 
from various areas of your room (make sure you ask 
permission first and do NOT stick them to anything that 
could be damaged when the tape is removed!).  Make sure it 
is held tightly and does not hang too loose.  The aim of the 
game is to get from one side of the room to the other without 
touching/breaking your ‘laser beams’.  How fast can you do 
it?  Can you do it with a blindfold with a partner to guide 
you? Can you do it with arms behind their back? 

 

Thursday 16th July    
Daily Challenge is: 

Seated Balance 

Sit with your legs straight out in front of you.  Slowly roll 
back so that your legs are pointing upwards and your 
body forms a v-shape.  Can you hold this position for 10 
seconds?  Relax and then try again - this time try and hold 
for slightly longer.  Use your arms to keep your balance. 

 

Friday 17th July       
Daily Challenge is: 

Old Fashioned 
Jacks! 

Ideally you will need a small bouncy ball for this activity and several small 
objects such as a rubber, teaspoon, pencil, small cuddly toy, stones.  Place 
your objects on a flat surface in front of you.  Throw your ball up into the air 
and let it bounce once. Can you pick up an object and then catch the ball 
before it bounces again? 

If you don’t have a ball, try using a pair of rolled up socks.  
Throw the socks up and try and pick up an object and catch the 
sock ball before it hits the ground. (Note - You may have to 
throw it a bit higher to give you time to collect an object). 

 

Weekly Challenge 

Floor Throwing 

Using a soft ball or rolled up pair of socks, lie on the floor and try to 
throw the ball up in the air and catch it again. (It sounds a lot easier 
than it actually is!!)  The ball must go at least 2m in the air before 
catching it again. How many can you do in 20 secs/40 secs /1min?  
How high can you throw the ball before catching it? Can you do it one handed, can you 
throw the ball and catch it with your weaker hand?  Try creating a routine such as adding a 
clap/arm roll etc before you catch the ball. 

 
With parent’s permission, please share the activities on Twitter:  @CSETSports1 

 


